ENERGISING A GLOBAL
CREATIVE STUDIO TOWARDS
CO-ORDINATED CREATIVITY

ABOUT THE CLIENT
Today we’re talking to Vikki, the Systems Administrator
for RRDCreative, a global marketing agency who worked
with our WNDYR Deployment Consultant to onboard
the Allianz creative team into Workfront.
Allianz, the world’s 3rd-largest financial services company
needed to streamline processes and develop a solution
which centralised client work inside one shared platfrom.

THE START
Seeing other teams using Workfront inspired
the Allianz creative team to bring everyone onboard

WHAT WAS NEEDED

into Workfront once they saw that it made sense
to have everyone working inside the same platform.
WNDYR offered support by giving structure
and helpful documents to assist with the change
while the calls with our Deployment Consultant
confirmed to the team that the system could

To centralize
projects in
one place

To manage
digital work
processes

To review
and approve
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actually deliver everything they needed it to do.
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THE RESULTS

WHAT WE DELIVERED

4 months after the implementation, Vikki
says that the teams at Allianz are still very
happy with the initial set up - so happy
that they do not want to change or add
anything!
In addition, the training done by the
WNDYR Deployment Consultant was so
thorough that the team feels self-reliant
and have been able to make some modifications they wanted (like tweaking reports) very quickly on their own.
Allianz are happy where things are and
are fully enjoying the software and everything it has to offer and would happily recommend buying an implementation from
WNDYR to others.

Live projects complete delivered
within a tight deadline

All repetitive
processes were
streamlined

All users were
onboarded
into the system

A highly satisfied team
with a very positive
outlook on Workfront

ABOUT WNDYR
Our global team provides the ultimate service solution to effectively
onboard teams into Workfront. We bring our deep expertise to assist
clients in optimizing their work-flows and partnering with them
on a further journey of development inside their organizations.
Get in touch with us to find out how we can take your teams to
the next level today:
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